SIGNING TIME THEME (2004)

There's singing time and dancing time  
And laughing time and playing time  
And now it is our favorite time  
SIGNING TIME

It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
Come visit our big tree house  
You can visit everyday  
There's lots of room for everyone  
And we can start today

It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
Come and play

Where friends can meet  
and find we're not so different after all  
So much to share we love to play  
So come on in and share our day

There's singing time and dancing time  
And laughing time and playing time  
And now it is our favorite time  
SIGNING TIME

It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
Come and play

There's singing time and dancing time  
And laughing time and playing time  
And now it is our favorite time  
SIGNING TIME

It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
It's signing time with Alex and Leah  
Come and play, come and play, Come and play
In A House

In a house in a home there are
Mothers and fathers
Sisters and brothers
And there’s me me me

In a house in a home there are
Sons and daughters
Grandmothers grandfathers
And there’s me me me

I have a family full of people who love me
People who love me
They take care of me
And I know my family is unlike any other
Your family’s made for you
And mine is made for me

In a house in a home there are
Aunties and Uncles
Cousins and cousins
And there’s me me me

In a house in a home there are
Nieces and nephews
Family and friends
And then there’s me me me

I have a family full of people who love me
People who love me
They take care of me
And I know my family is unlike any other
Your family’s made for you
And mine is made for me

My puppy is nicer to me than my sister
My goldfish is quiet my kittens are cleaner
I think there’s a good chance

That she’ll be my best friend someday
Let’s wait and see see see see

In a house in a home there are
Mothers and Fathers
Sisters and brothers
And there’s me me me
And then there’s me me me
Beautiful Day

Ready to go it's a beautiful day it's a beautiful day to play
Ready to go it's a beautiful day and we're going outside to play

It is beautiful in spring and summer and fall
And it is beautiful in winter it's winter after all
Any time of year and any time of season
I will play outside without any special reason

Ready to go it's a beautiful day it's a beautiful day to play
Ready to go it's a beautiful day and we're going outside to play

When I look around I see snowflakes on everything
When I look around I see snowflakes on everything
Ready to go it's a beautiful day
It's a beautiful day to play

Let's go outside
I've got my HAT
Put on my GLOVES
Stomp in my BOOTS my BOOTS
My big warm COAT
Here comes the RAIN
And now it's SNOW
Let's play for hours hours

Ready to go it's a beautiful day it's a beautiful day to play

Let's go outside
And touch the GRASS
and feel the WIND
and smell the FLOWERS FLOWERS
climb the TREES
And trace the CLOUDS
and crunch the LEAVES
Let's play for hours hours
Play for hours hours

Ready to go it's a beautiful day it's a beautiful day to play
Ready to go it's a beautiful day and we're going outside to play

It's beautiful in spring and winter and fall
And it is beautiful in summer
it's summer after all
Any time of year and any time of season
I can play outside without any special reason
Feelings

What are you feeling
What are you feeling
Don't keep it bottled up inside
Try try try
Try to tell me what's inside —side —side
Don't keep it bottled up inside
Try try try
And tell me what's inside

Do you feel EXCITED
(Weeeee)
Do you feel EXCITED
I'm so EXCITED

Do you feel SILLY
(Ha ha ha ha)
Do you feel SILLY
I'm really SILLY

Do you feel SCARED
(Boo — Boo)
Do you feel SCARED
I'm really scared

Do you feel GRUMPY
(Aarrgh)
Do you feel GRUMPY
I'm really GRUMPY
What are you feeling
What are you feeling
Don't keep it bottled up inside
Try try try
Try to tell me what's inside —side —side
Don't keep it bottled up inside
Try try try
And tell me what's inside

Do you feel SICK
(Ooooooohhh)
Do you feel SICK
I'm really SICK

Do you feel SURPRISED
(SURPRISE!)
Do you feel SURPRISED
I'm so SURPRISED

What are you feeling
What are you feeling
(WEEEEEEE HAHAHAHAH
BOO ARRRRGHH
OOOOOHHHHH SURPRISE!)

That's what I'm feeling
We’ve Got Love

Take a look around
And count up all you’ve got
Sometimes it seems a lot
And sometimes it’s not enough

Do you love what you see
Are you living your dreams
Sometimes it seems a lot
And sometimes it’s not enough

If you have what you need
forget what you want
We don’t have it all
But I know we’ve got

We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la
La la la la la
La la la la love

Feel proud of how you give
Versus how you live
Sometimes it seems a lot
And sometimes it’s not enough

If you have what you need
forget what you want
We don’t have it all
But I know we’ve got

We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la
La la la la la
La la la la love

Got the sun on my skin
And the wind on my face
Feel the rain on my fingertips
And the sky is true blue
And the sunset’s for me
If I just lift my eyes up to see it

We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la love
We’ve got la la la la
La la la la la
La la la la love
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A is for Alex and Alligator

ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
So many letters so many signs
So many words in so little time

A is for ALEX and ALLIGATOR
B is for BEST FRIEND and
BASEBALL BAT
C is for CAREFUL and CATERPILLAR
D is for DIAPER and DANCE

E is for EMPTY and ELEVATOR
F is for FUNNY and FRIGHT
G is for GOOD and
GAME and GREAT
G for GOOD MORNING
GOOD NIGHT

H is for HUGS and
HELLO HOW ARE YOU
I is for ICE and for IM-POR-TANT
J is for JUICE and J is for JOKE
K is for KID KING and KISS

L is for LEAH and LAUGH ha ha ha
M is for MAYBE and MICE
N is for NICE and NOW and NEVER
O is for OWLS OUT at night

P is for PARTY and PEANUT BUTTER
Q is for QUIET and QUEEN
R is for RUN and READY and RIGHT
S is for SIT and SING

T is for TIRED and TELL A STORY
U for UMBRELLA and UNDERSTAND
V is for VERY and VISIT VACATION
W is for WORK and WIND

X is for X-RAY and Y is for YESTERDAY
Z is for ZIPPER and now we are done
Hooray!

ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
So many letters so many signs
So many words in so little time

Hooray!
You know we’re more than just one name
        (LMNO)
You know we’re not the same
        (LMNO)
Give us each a little credit
Pay attention when you’ve said it
        All in a line
Give us each time
Let’s say it again (LMNO)

4 in a row, a perfect fit
With our own sounds and benefits
So much better go much farther
If you work a little harder
Let’s say it again

We’re more than just one name
        (LMNO)
We know we’re not the same
        (LMNO)
Each with our own sound and skill
Understand we’re different still
So much more
In fact we are four
Now say it again

(1MNO)   Four in a row a perfect fit
(1MNO)   With our own sounds and benefits
(1MNO)   So much better go much farther
(1MNO)   If you work a little harder
(1MNO)   say it again

L   La la la la
M   Ma ma ma ma
N   Na na na na
O   Oh oh oh

L   La la la la
M   Ma ma ma ma
N   Na na na na
O   Oh oh oh

(1MNO)   Say it again

You know we’re more than just one name
        (LMNO)
You know we’re not the same
        (LMNO)
Give us each a little credit
Pay attention when you’ve said it
        All in a line
Give us each time
Let’s say it again

L - M - N - O
I'm a lonely letter
I'm an X
I know you can't imagine what's neXt
You only need me to have an X-ray
I'm the eXpert in eXactly what you need today

I'm a lonely letter
I'm an X
It's hard when no one notices that you're the best
Folks think I'm just a symbol well well I don't mind
I'll just mark the spot to show you where to sign
On the dotted line

A lonely letter and I don't know why
You hardly find me at the front of the line
When you really need me, well you'll find me inside
I'm a lonely lonely letter and I'm a little bit shy

I'm a lonely letter
Like hello I'm an X
I scare you in scrabble oh anything but X
You see me standing neXt to Xylophone
And I don't know anyone who plays the Xylophone

(Oooh that's good that's hot)
It isn't easy oh it isn't easy
to be a little bit awkward and a little bit shy

Lonely lonely letter
I'm an X
I know you can't even imagine what's coming up neXt
You only need me to have an X-ray
But I'm an eXpert in eXactly what you need today

(Spoken)
And where would AleX be without ME? Huh?
Yeah think about that — It's signing time with WHO??
Yeah, that's right —
It's Signing Time with X and Leah— you got that?
X and Leah. Yeah. And uhhh Next time you order eXtra fries
or an eXtra large drink, you'll be praising my name! “A” gets all
the attention around here,
And there's just me and Q waiting for our day in the sun.
RAINBOW SONG

Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW
Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW
There’s RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
GREEN
PURPLE
and BLUE
(clap, clap, clap, clap)
Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW too

Alex knows the COLORS of our RAINBOW
Leah knows the COLORS of our RAINBOW
There’s RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN PURPLE and BLUE
(clap, clap, clap, clap)
Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW too

RED RED my flowers are red and
ORANGE ORANGE nice and warm
YELLOW just like the sun
GREEN GREEN my little green frog
PURPLE the best sunsets and
BLUE the ocean is beautiful
Do you know the COLORS of our rainbow too

Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW
Do you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW
There’s RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN PURPLE and BLUE
Alex knows the COLORS Leah knows the COLORS
Now you know the COLORS of our RAINBOW too
5 A DAY

We can count them up
And we can count them down
Every day we count around
   It's 1-2-3-4-5 a day
Eating in a healthy way
   1-2-3-4-5 a day
   Five every day

Today's a VEGGIE VEGGIE FRUIT FRUIT VEGGIE day
That means a CARROT BEAN BANANA APPLE LETTUCE day
Or maybe FRUIT FRUIT FRUIT VEGGIE VEGGIE day
That could be APPLE PEAR BANANA MELON CARROT day

Any way you slice it or dice it or peel it
   It's gotta add up to 5 a day
Any way you slice it or dice it or peel it
   It's gotta add up to 5 a day

We can count them up
And we can count them down
Every day we count around
   It's 1-2-3-4-5 a day
Eating in a healthy way
   1-2-3-4-5 a day
   Five every day

Tomorrow's FRUIT VEGGIE FRUIT VEGGIE VEGGIE day
That means a PEACH CORN TOMATO BEAN POTATO day
Or maybe VEGGIE VEGGIE VEGGIE FRUIT VEGGIE day
That could be CORN POTATO LETTUCE GRAPE and CARROT day

Any way you slice it or dice it or peel it
   It's gotta add up to 5 a day
Any way you slice it or dice it or peel it
   It's gotta add up to 5 a day
I'M REALLY GOOD

I'm really good at walking
I'm really good at walking
I'm really good at walking
I can walk

I'm really good at running
I'm really good at running
I'm really good at running
I can run I can walk

I'm really good at sitting
I'm really good at sitting
I'm really good at sitting
I can sit I can run I can walk

I'm really good at swinging
I'm really good at swinging
I'm really good at swinging
I can swing I can sit I can run I can walk

Move your body
Move your body
And you might find you can do
Something new
That you never knew that you could do

I'm really good at dancing
I'm really good at dancing
I'm really good at dancing
I can dance I can swing I can sit I can run I can walk

I'm really good at jumping
I'm really good at jumping
I'm really good at jumping
I can jump I can dance I can swing I can sit I can run I can walk

I'm really good at singing
I'm really good at singing
I'm really good at singing
I can sing I can jump I can dance I can swing I can sit I can run I can walk

I'm really good at swimming
I'm really good at swimming
I'm really good at swimming
I can swim I can sing I can jump I can dance I can swing I can sit I can run I can walk

Move your body
Move your body
And you might find you can do
Something new
That you never knew that you could do
SHINE


Zane- you taught me that heroes come in all sizes. Thank you for helping me let go of the typical timelines so that Lucy was free to reach milestones at her own pace. You helped me believe in Lucy and now Lucy is inspiring so many others. You gave me hope, and hope is the ultimate gift. You still inspire me. ~R

Sometimes I see you stuck
For such a long time
A daily nothing new
Pretend I don’t mind
With lists of things you’ll never do
Until somehow you do
And you do — you do — you shine

The days and months and years,
they run together
Is it just one day? Or is this forever?
You’ve taught me in your lifetime
More than I’d learned in mine
And you do, you do, you shine

Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
Shine your light on me
Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
everyone will see
Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
I’m so glad you are mine
And you’ll shine in your own time

Well, maybe I’m too close to see you clearly
Or is it now my role to simply believe?
You’re just one of those mysteries
That may never be solved in time
But you do — you do — you shine

And Sammy will do what Sammy will do when Sammy is ready to do it
And Trevor will do what Trevor will do when Trevor is ready to do it
And Lucy will do what Lucy will do when Lucy is ready to do it
And they’ll do it in their own time

Yeah, they’ll Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
Shine your light on me
Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
And everyone will see
Shine Shine Shine Shine Shine
I’m so glad you are mine
And you’ll shine, and you shine